
Forms of colonial 

exploitation 



Trade policies 

During colonial period such trade policies where devised Tu to force a colonial 

pattern of trade which was based on exploitation of of natural resources of of India 

and capturing its market. To achieve this purpose Britishers floater policy which 

ports heavy import duty on Indian goods file charging nominal import duty on 

British manufacturers in India. 10 making India in competitive in export market on 

the other hand unable to to protect its domestic market from British machine made 

goods. The needs of economy where are ignored by following the policy of laces 

fair and non-interference in in economic activities by the government. 



Mercantile capital 

Before 1757 feudal economy existed in India Britishers extracted agricultural 

surplus by charging higher rate of land revenue by implementing a new land 

revenue system. Due to the permanent land settlement in agriculture they created 

absentee landlordism which restricted the investment in agriculture and the 

primary sector therefore stagnated. They ripped the benefits of trade bye bye-bye 

encouraging higher profits.  



Industrial capital 

British resume transformed Indian economy as a a primary producing country they 

promoted search industries which served British interests they promoted the 

industries in my names mining and plantation which were aimed at exploiting the 

natural resources of of India. They exploited Indian labour especially in plantation 

industry fair they introduced indentured labour contract and loss which where tilted 

in favour of British investors. The the system of endangered labour forced 

displacement on Indian PayPal. 



Finance capital 

British gradually invested for those purposes which were not at all related to the 

the Welfare of general masaj in India later on they transformed all these 

expenditures into loan to the account of India and does gradually raised the 

burden of loan their investment in railways plantation and my name where solely 

intended to our strength and the British economy. British repaid loans for 

infrastructure development by imposing taxes on Indian people. The managing 

agency system charged high commission from the the entrepreneurs and charged 

as high as 50% of profit sharing. They also resorted to malpractices to siphon off 

the wealth created by the the entrepreneurs. 



Home charges 

The excess of India's exports over her imports of goods were largely accounted 

for by home charges. Home charges where used Tu Tu te fore the services of 

British bureaucrats afterreturning Tu to Britain. I Indians were made to pay for the 

administrative facilities which word for which worked for Britishers. It was a kind of 

Drain of Indian resources. The  home charges included the stores purchased in 

England on the half of government of India instituted material equivalent in return 

for India's export the but but the government of India could have purchased the 

justice more cheaply from some other sources. 



War expenditure 

Substantial part of India's export surplus was meant as a payment in respect of 

British civil and military personnel serving in India and remitting part of their 

salaries to their families in England. Britishers get involved in various boss war 

Thor for satisfying there political and economic interests in war the used Indian 

resources and Indian forces but the expenditure incurred on  war were made to 

pay from the the money of Indian people. 



Discriminating protection 

Discriminating protection was introduced in in order to to prepare the way for 

Imperial preferences so that England code win back the the Indian market from 

her rivals other countries like USA Germany Japan where industrialisation took 

place after England emerged as new competitor Tu to British goods in in Indian 

market therefore protection watch given only two such industries as did not class 

with British interests for example in a steel India completed with Belgium and in 

textile with Japan and China in gold thread with France and in sugar with 



Imperial preferences 

Imperial preferences was a commercial arrangement in which preferential rates for 

example rates below the general level of an established tariff were granted to one 

another by constituent units of of the the British empire. Imperial preference also 

included other forms of the references such as favourable consideration in the 

allocation of public contracts indirect subsidies to sipping and preferential access 

to the the capital market. It was used as an method to favouritism to more 

consenting colonies. After the beginning of nationalist movement other colonies 

were given Imperial preferences over India. Or neutralised the Indian preferences 

by giving competing colonies Imperial preferences. Such as srilankan tea.  



Forced commercialisation of agriculture 


